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A i.ib been the experience in other systematic disciplines of the 
socl- ,ide of geography, contemporary agricultural geography has deve- 
; *ped from studies formerly part of economic and human geography. 
The following basic directions can be distinguished in its development1.

The first, connected with what is termed commercial geography, has 
primarily provided information on the appearance and distribution, and 
also the amount of production of certain raw. materials on the earth. 
These include the agricultural, with emphasis on those which have been 
or might have been the object of internal ional commerce. Emphasis has 
been placed more on the results of production than on the conditions 
under which it developed. The purpose was more to explain where the

en raw material might be bought at the lowest price, than in what

which the agriculture producing these raw materials developed 
as wrell a. how agriculture utilized the advantages and overcame the 
disadvantages of its geographical environment, were not a subject of 
direct interest.

This approach has been characteristic of nearly all classical textbooks 
of commercial and later economic geography. Many studies have been 
published treating the geography of agriculture in this way.

Besides the exposition of what is called general geography some early 
textbooks of economic geography also contained a regional part dealing 

th problems of production and the exchange -of products between 
| • -vain countries. The latter approach was sometimes the only one used 

in a number of countries it dominated economic geography. In 
•"S' on the geography of agriculture this direction was maked, to 

or greater extent, by a detailed description of the agriculture 
- ■ egion in question. Many studies of this kind were also made by 

gricuitural economists. If the individual elements of the agricultural 
« ■ nomy are not treated as isolated from each other, this method yields 
irr . ertant results.

Although they differ in their methods, there is a great similarity in 
char • ter in the works which treat the economy as a whoiLe, or more

it was produced. The physical, social and economic conditions

w

' Cl J Kostro-wi cki: Trends in the Development of Agricultural Geo- 
phy and its Tasks in Poland. .,Prxeg];)d GtXjgr f'OXiiy" 29(1957) No. 1. -pp. 3—19 
Polish, English summary).
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often only agriculture, in frame of physical, mainly climatic, units. In 
such works man and his economy are often treated as subordinate to 
their physical conditions.

In contradistinction to these trends which originated in economic geo
graphy, the third direction which in France is called geoyraj-!<>' oqraire 
(as opposed to geographie agricole) is derived from human 4phy.
This trend is less informative, being more qualitative than quant, uv ve. 
more genetic than descriptive in character. Although various aut**t*'s 
interpret geographie agraire in different ways, most of the studies de„: 
more with the effects of human activities as visible in the landscape, than 
with the economy itself, looking for the genesis of the existing forms 
(shape of fields and villages, enclosures, fences etc.).

In the Thirties of the present century, works more problematic and 
synthetic in character (derived from all the three trends discussed above) 
began to appear, mainly in France and the USA. They presented the 
geography of agriculture as the geography of systems or types of 
farming. I would suggest that we call this trend “typological’'. In recent 
years a miumbier of works of this kind have also been published in other 
ootmtries such as Germany and the USSR 2.

The most interesting papers submitted to the section on the geo
graphy of agriculture of the 18th International Geographical Congress*

;>
.

1 Cf. primarily a long series of articles on agricultural regions of the world 
pubKshjed in Economic Geography, in the yams 1925—1943 and prepaired by. 
O. E. Balcer, O. Jonassson, C. F. Jones, G. Taylor, S. Van V a 1- 
ken burg, H. K. Schantz; and also the following studies: A Classification 
of the Agricultural Regions of Europe and North America on Uniform Statistical 
Data. By R. Harts home, S. N. Dicken. “Annals of the Association Of Ame
rican Geographers” 25(1935), pp. 99—120; Major Agricultural Regions of the Earth. 
By D. S. Whittlesey. Annals... 26(1936), pp. 199—240.

^Numerous studies by American and British geographers representing this trend 
have been mentioned in the article of J. Kostrowicki entitled: Remarks on 
the Geography of' Agriculture in English-Speaking Countries. „Przeglgd Geogra- 
fiezny 29(1957), No. 1, pp. 47—65 (in Polish, English summary).

Among French studies the work by D. Faucher: Geographie agraire. Types 
de cultures. Paris 1949 — should be mentioned first. Then: P. George: La cam- 
pagne: Le fait rural d travers le monde. Paris 1956; and also numerous studies of 
partial character dealing with particular types (systems) or regions.

Among German publications, the works of L. Waibel are representative of 
the typological trend. As regards the Soviet writers, the subject as discussed by 
J, G. Salons hikeene in: Geograficheskiye Ocherki Prirody i selskokhozyaystvien- 
■noy dieyatielnosti naselenya v rozlichnykh rayonakh Sovetskogo Soyuza. Moskva 
1947 (in Russian).

This trend is more or less dealt with in the following textbooks of economic
geography:

C. F. Jones, G. G. Darkenwald: Economic Geography. New York 1941 
And further editions.

D. H. Davis: The Earth and Man. A Human Geography. New York 1942.
N. J. G. Poun.ds: An Introduction to Economic Geography. London 1952.
* e.g. H. Boesch, M. Brunhofer: The Decline of the Drei-Zelgen System

in Northeastern Switzerland.
' B. G r i b a u d i, P. L. G h i s 1 e n i: La distribution geographique des types 
iTamenagement des surfaces cultivees en Italie.

O. Ribeiro: Utilisation du sol, systemes agraires et habitdt: quelques remar
ques comparatives.

J. TrScajrt: Types de systemes agricoles et niveaux de vie en Afriqtie Occi-
dentale Frangaise.

■ '
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belong to thk trend. Agricultural economists and agricultur-ttltsts 4 have 
also contributed much in this respect. Up to the present time, however, 
we still observe ssudies carried 4\n wtth different methods based on 
sample inveaiigot«»« •«* ; • -i-t • •' -iparatiye, due to the fac* that
various typos and •
geography of agrj*' • 
in the stage of ^ : •* rfr.g various types, and it if
only after this sb'ssd v over that the sysu-matization and sdentifki 
classification of ; < c*pes, based on uniform criteria, will come. The
first synthe&e* * -* geographical typology of agriculture, which have
already appe# a uhough they are not based on uniform objective cri
teria, {*«»mise this further period of development. The process
may 1* ««,iecjed and the uniform objective criteria for division esta- 
bltelf® v - aen we take advantage of land use surveys, provided they 
an* c openly set up

* --wt from the above trends in studies, in the Thirties of this century, 
rch also began U> develop on land utilization which, although -clo

sely connected with the geography of agriculture, surpassed it in its 
scope. The greatest contribution has been made by L. D. Stamp who 
guided the work on the land utilization survey of Great Britain *. 
To him, too, mainly, belongs the credit for the creatkxn and direction at 
the work f the Commission on Land Utilization of the IGU, which has 
made r--.» -ovh on land utilization popular all over the globe6. Numerous 
maps >; studies of various approaches, scales and scopes have been 
elabor . Thanks to the Commission’s activity, differences in method 
arc rt! .. gnificant but the scale of the studies and their depth continue 
tc> g -- Together with maps and investigations which distinguish only 
’be , ; , uses, there is more and more frequent research in order fo
aiiah v ne techniical, economic and even social aspects of agriculture 
and to dif ferentiate its various systems and types 7. The first approach 
is less appreciated nowadays since —- as is commonly stressed — similar

i. U-rstood. It seems that ti*e 
• .. aphical discipline, is *uli

O. TuLppe: Une revolution agraire au milieu tropicale: les paysamuUt 
indigenes au Congo Beige.

.; Vila Valenti: Un concept complexe: le systeme de culture.
C' Abstracts of Papers. XVIIIth International Geographical Congress. Rio dfr

Janeiro !956.
4 <’ :.j>are for example the following studies:
E. i a ar: Einfiihrung in die Wirtschaftslehre des Landbaues. Berlin 1920.
A. hevalier: Essai d’une classification biogeographique des principnux 

system* ae cultures pratiques sur la surface du globe. (Revue Irat. Renseign«r!«->t 
Agricwk,- 1925.

if Hi tier: Systemes des cultures et assolementi. 1925.
O s Morgan: Agricultural Systems of Middle Europe. A Symposium New

York Ik35.
A Howard: Agricultural Testament. 1943.
Gen:- • red Types of Farming in the US. US Department ot Agriculture. Wash

ington MtfsSi
R. I) u ■ ’ » Economic agricole dans le mande Par,-,
5 The worfe t a whole is summed up by I

Britain, its Use London 1948
* Cf. Repulse fC * ■ OMnmimion on >ev.-r*. •,

v-d Geosar^fev.r in Wu h^v-
-'IW*

*■

.

^ ’ -.i p in: "The land of

vVor’d Land Use at the Int 
1952 and in Rio de Jam.ro

: ,i panese, Canadlsv* and other
n * W? * *studies.
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results might be obtained almost mechanically from the topographical 
map or aerial photograph, whereas the second type of research is pre
sently being more and more developed and deepened for both scientific 
and practical purposes. Here the typological trend in agricultural geo
graphy has been related to the land utilization survey — a contact which 
may prove very fruitful.

Investigations on agricultural typology, thanks to the fairly Uniterm 
methods exercised in research on land utilization, may themselves obtan
more
being already of practical, significance, will acquire a deep>er scientific 
purpose. Studies on land utilization in Poland follow this p>aittem.

The origins of stpidies on land utilization in Poland date from the 
pre-war pjeriod when several studies of that type were carried out. 
However, they did not go beyond differentiation of the major forms of 
land use8. After the war, on the initiative of the Central Office of 
Physical Planning, Polish geographers following the pxattem of their 
British colleagues, started discussion on a land utilization) map of the 
whole country. Methods were then worked out, but the project of cover
ing all of Poland with a detailed land survey had to be rejected as 
unrealistic, due to the lack of scientific personnel and means. The scop>e 
of work limited to the preparation of a general land utilization map of 
Poland on the scale of 1 : 300,000 based on pre-war 1 :100,000 topogra
phical mapis. The work was completed in 1956 and a general land 
utilization map of Poland on the scale of 1 : 1,000,000, a photographic 
reduction of the 1 :300.000 maps, was published9.

However, the idea of a detailed land utilization survey was taken 
up again and again, particularly in connection with regional planning. 
In lOSa and 1954, on the initiative of Professor K. D z ieworis k i10, 
other attempts at a detailed land utilization survey were undertaken, 
and work was continued in the following years. Samples of these maps 
were presented to the Agricultural Geography Section at the 18th Inter
national Geographical Congress in Rio de Janeiro in 1956 (J. Kostro
wicki)11. In the following years, due to the newly established Section 
of Agricultural Geography within the Institute of Geography of the 
Polish Academy of Sciences, these studies were considerably extended 
and they resulted in a final definition of the aims, concept, scope.

uniform methodical bases, whereas research on land utilization,

V,''
>

'
■

8 Cf. J. Kostrowicki: Research Studies on Land Utilization in Pola>«tl 
„Przeglad Geografiezny" 31(1959), No. 3—4, pp. 517—533 (in Polish, F,njt »'j 
summary). . •

9 Poland. General Land utilization Map .1 :1,000,000. Director and Editor ».| 
lessor F. Uhorczak. Warsaw 1957. 22 maps of elements and their combiri 
(Legend in Polish, English and Russian).

10 K. Dziewohski, J. Kostrowicki and others: Temporary
tions on Drawing Detailed I^and Utilization Maps (Project). ,.Dokumentaejss a!
ficzna“ (1956), No. 1, 39 pp. (in Polish).

11 K. Dziewohski: The Detailed Land Use Map in Poland. XVli'ife Inter
national Geograiphdea 1 Congress. Abstracts of Papers. Rio de Janeiro pg; 150—15 I 
(in English). I

K. Dziewohski: Detailed Survey of Land Utilization in Poland „Pra Lai 
Geograficzny“ 28(1956), Supplement, pp. 26—-31 (in English). I

J. Kostrowicki: Polskiye issledovaniya ispolzovaniya zemel. Japmsip* r I 
demii Nauk SSSR“. Seria geograficheskaya (1958), No. 4. pp. 131—134 * <>« an)!

*c-
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methods and eehmuaee of the survey A number of studies based on 
the survey piib*v?hiM n ire in print or are being prepared.

The aim o; be hiitti -m'^ v\ in Poland is twofold: arsaHiti- 
fic and protl^f Th*- object
ways hi which man;; «eoo>wny ni 'a**. *'> 
land). The practical arm ie tht dehration of the degree of rationaBty 
in land utiliza:son and the drawing of conclusions in regard to a more 
rational utilization of his natural environment by man.

Deeply penetrating the natural, social, technical and economic aspects 
of agricultural -“Xinomy, the Polish land utilization survey also may 
provide > goor foundation for a geographical typology of agricuitufe; 
the eiafc* ttkr of this typology is, in turn, of remarkable significance, 
both &c;< ,ifie and practical.

The : iowmg categories are included in the Polish land utilization 
survey:

1. To object of land utilization, i.e. natural environment evaluated 
fropn the point of view of human economy (mainly agriculture and 
forestry)

2. Tie subject of land utilization, i.e. social and ownership relations 
connected with land utilization.

3 Tb* form of land utilization, i.e. the actual use of the land by 
partkolai iranches of the human economy.

4. The way or manner of land utilization, i.e. the organizational and 
technical : lethods and systems and the intensity of this utilization.

5. The direction or orientation of land utilization, i.e. the qualitative 
economic purposes of the utilization, or, in other words, the kinds of 
proth^cts already obtained or to be obtained as a result of the land 
a ;St2£ joh

6. he result or effect of land utilization, i.e. the quantitative effects 
of product on, i.e. the volume of production obtained as a result of a land 
utilization hat has been determined.

These »'x categories are obviously closely inter-related. Natural 
•c< editions exert their influence on both the method and direction of 
Led utilization as well as on the results obtained. The subject of land 
Uihnzai on,, i.e. the social relations or, in other words, who is the user 
or .he >wner of the land — this factor exerts its influence on the way. 
direct*• s and effects obtained in land utilization. And, finally, the way*

die study of the forms :nd 
• rural environment (i.e., the

f

v- C Loi>.<sh Land Utilization Survey. Instructions for the Detailed land 
tion Sir y. Editor J. Kostrowicki. ..Dokumentacja Geograficzna“ (1959) *?>> f. 
129 pp nd also: J. Kostrowicki: Research Studies..., op. cit.

ls VV Biega jio, J. To b jasz: Three Field Crop Rotation with FaH&tc 
System. te Village of Grabowiec. „Przeglqd Geografiazny” 29(1957), Nr. 1, pp. Wt - 
142 (in : '.ish English summary).

W. €i>. , to: Agriculture in the Suburban Zone. The Commune of Hi rod- 
C,*~ ►grafiezny” .29(1957). No. 1. pp. 143—158 (&n fMiah. BniiUshninny. 

summary >
R. Szcz.:

> '^rqffOWO C • , Ay 
—f ■:zna“ -APVt

Piskorz, J. Rakowicz- Studies am .Amtt UtUtmticm 
■Aerials from Researi , Wort- in ’ •*—19519) _Dokumentac: t
* .1 103 pp. (in Poi, u.

in Gdansk Zirlarou Radu -tM Village. ..Przegiad 
!he Commune of Cergowa.

11eg a i io
my'- 3l(19n»' f»o f pp 345 -3'

■ fs n y:
..Przeu -kS ;

&

F U &113 /.
,ip. •644.
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of land utilization are bound up with the direction of land utilization and 
exercise an Influence on the effects, etc.

The relations among these categories are varied. Being in or related, 
they are in some way connected with the natural environim : which 
is a Separate category. A somewhat distinct category is the - ' ct of 
land utilization. All the categories combined are the basis for u- li
ning the type of land utilization (— type of man’s economy in n.
= type of farming) understood as the shaped by the determined s*. 
and ecomcffnic processes, combination (ensemble) of forms, ways, orienw 
lions ,amd effects cf land utilization.

;v.

Object
of land utilization 
(natural conditions)

Subject
of land utilization 
(social conditions)

5
Form of land utilization 

(actual use of agricultural land)

Way of land utilization 
(system and intensity of farming)

Orientation of land utilization 
(orientation of farming)

Results of land utilization____
(product)vity of farming)

■

Type of land utilization 
(type of farming)

r,:
These relations are schematically presented in the diagram 1.
The particular categories of land utilization find their expression in 

the various stages of the elaboration of the survey material and only 
some of them can be found on the land utilization map. Nevertheless, 
the map and especially all the survey materials, give sufficient basis 
for distinguishing systems, directions and types of the agricultural 
economy, understood as stated above.

Thus far in Poland a detailed land utilization survey (on the sea 
of 1 :10,000 and 1 :25,000) has covered about 10 thousand sq. k 

.(about 3,850 square miles), which equals 1/30 of the whole areai of 
country. It 'is not our intention to cover the whole country wit 
detailed a survey, since we have neither the personnel nor the r 
to do so. To involve greater areas in the survey would obviou be 
♦till less possible. However, this survey which penetrates deep5 into 
he mechanism of the agricultural economy, if a proper te: norial 

representation is considered, can give sufficient material for distinguish
ing the characteristic features of particular types of the agriculture’

V' -
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economy. The elaboration oa ihii of proper indices sac tneir
cartographic analysis on a larvei .H.aie will permit a study of the dTJen* 
of the types of farming

The appropriate epoioc agriculture should obvtaidsiy
distinguish types of vvaja
those on a world «snte> %r» Inea* '.vf>-s with the basic local ag»tei
which are indivkiari farms. Tjie types oi faming in the world *M 
subject to ocmstar'- changes and transformations which occur sknal- 
taneously wHh he - eration in their particular elements. Thus on areas 
having ok' Agfw.ail viral traditions there have been a superpdsitiee. of 
newe** « tmvs and directions in agriculture upon the old and this
has g:.. . to highly complex types. Areas which have ’been feraat’4
<«nl - - and undeveloped lands present less complicated types

Ail various types of fanning may be firmly and objecti’vafy 
distinguu V'd for any area, if indices are provided which 
represer * *he most important social, technical and economic 
agricultui -d economy.

However, the elaboration of a full system of such indices and the 
elaboration of world typology of fanning surpasses the capacity «< 
a mgie researcher and even of one country; it requires warld-wjde 
c5o-»peration. f;’

Thus far. the Polish land utilization survey permits us to disting’jish 
a number of agricultural types differing in systems, intensity, direction 
and productivity of the rural economy. The number of studies is not 
Ian; eosugh to enable us to state with certainty that some type of 
Km-dW extent has not been omitted. Also the other part of the work, 
narod* the determination of the exact extent of the types distinguished, 
has noi ret been done.

According to various studies, Polish agriculture as a whole and ~-ba#e 
of some other neighbouring countries are now in a transitional. s’&ge 
from the old, special, underdeveloped form of mixed West European 
cap udistic agriculture which has been characteristic of east-central 
Eun ,e«n countries — to the new socialistic agriculture whose elements 
are o-.iy germinating in Poland. The latter will obviously in the future 
create this area some individual types of agriculture, different fronn 
those of ‘he socialist agriculture of the podsolic areas of Central Russia, 
oa' that el the chernozems of the Ukraine or, in particular the socialist 
agricuhtae of China. ,

Within the general type thus defined, the following subtypes am be 
distinguished in Poland:

1. Technically the most primitive and at the same time the least 
intensive and productive is the agriculture of north-eastern Polar.c. Iitr* 
there can still be found strong remnants of the three-field syster 
farming (three-field crop rotation with a fallow field or, more freqat i 
three field crop rotation with one crop of lupine ot •■«ei'adella (sown 

- fallow); fieids and holdings are greatly fragmentated and 
• afed to cereal «.« cereal and ro*>t crops, with rye or rye and pita ;r*es 

pre-.v There is a large ratio of irw cattle raising, the oattle giwt-tng 
on uncuiuvated meadows, pastures ,./id <xi fallow land. The ppuducii'/ity

a -u* hierarchy of type*, froSfc

P«>s»rVy 
aspect* of

!
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•of this type of farming is small, as is marketability mainly based on
cereals, milk, dairy products and pigs.

2. On the whole, the economy of the central part of thi « 
similar, although it is somewhat more intensive and has a h:^r 
nical level. Here, on the heavy soils, there is four-field crop diom 
based on the Norfolk system, whereas three-field crop rota < 
practised on the lighter soils. Cereal and root crops oriental:'., 
prevailing here, most frequently rye and potatoes, and, on the best x 
wheat and potatoes or wheat and sugar-beet with a big share of lives. ■ 
raising — mainly pigs. The productivity of this type of agriculture is low 
or average, its marketability depending primarily on the size of the 
holding or on the labour power, is mainly based on the sale of pigs, 
and — to a smaller extent — of milk or other dairy .products, or of grains 
and, rarely, of industrial plants (sugar-beets, flax, tobacco).

3. The farming system of southern Poland is highly intensive but 
technically primitive being based on the highly fragmentated small 
farms. Its main stress is on dairy farming as well as cereal and root 
crops; root and cereal crops orientation, with rye and potato or wheat 
and potato prevailing. In spite of the great intensity of this system of 
farming, its productivity p>er unit area is barely average, and per labour 
unrit it is very small. The marketability, mainly based on animal hus
bandry, is quite low due to the small size of the holdings and the relative 
over-population of the agricultural land.

4. Greater Poland (Wielkopolska) and the Opole Jtegion have a system 
of farming with a direction, intensity and productivity which, although 
less mechanized, come closer to West-Europoan agriculture. Here more 
rational methods of farming are in use, especially on arable lands, with 
a greatly mixed orientation which may be rye and potatoes, rye and 
sugar-beet or wheat and sugar-beet with an established share for animal 
husbandry and a large one for industrial plants. The productivity is 
relatively high loth p>er unit area and pier labour unit. The commercial 
return in these not highly populated areas comes from the sale of pigs, 
cereals, dairy products and industrial plants (sugar-beet, rape and other's).

5. In the Western Territories a mixture of all the typos discussed 
above appears in various proportions because these areas are now 
inhabited by new-comers who have brought with them various traditional 
methods of farming. Compared with the pre-war period, as a result of 
the war devastation and migration of people, there is an increase in the 
share of plant production, especially cereals, in relation to animal 
husbandry, and a decrease of productivity in the rural economy, with 
its commercial character preserved. These areas show remarkable region 
differences resulting from the differences in natural conditions and 
the origins of the inhabitants. The former Polish population who .. 
concentrated in Opole Silesia and several counties (powiats) of the fo 
East iPrussia continue to maintain an intensive, highly productive . «t 
commercial typo of rural economy, with animal husbandry predrrneumt. 
The future will undoubtedly bring to this area new typos of farming 
more related to local conditions and less to traditions brought in from 
outside. This process has already begun but the final formation of these 
types requires time.

mtry is 
ech-
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FSg. 2 — Type of farming from north eastern Poland. SuiwaHka Laikf f»hs&^ct. 
Exampie from Suwaika county, Prudziszki commune. Clayey or sandy ck&vy pod- 
solides soils: « — farms of medkim size:, dtsiperced settftwnanit, fthre© ye«r crop 
■notation 'without, fallow; b — cereal -root- folder or oereal-root-oropo ornentatian 
(cereals 53^ with rye prevailing, root crops 14,7 — 18,5®/# with potatoes
prevailing, fodder crops 19,2 — 23,1%> with annuals: lupine or seradella prevailim: 
with dayiyteg (4E,8 animal units per 100 ha of agricultural land with dairy ca!■ 

previaiiliing). Prom /the Land Use Survey 1958

L •
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Fig. 4. The type of farming from southern Poland, Carpathian Mountains, Jin,: 
Sanoik Basin. Example — Knosno’county, I-wonicz and Bogi «xmmiunes *- . 
mountain brown or podsolised soils :7a — settlement concentrated in river 
big, long villages, high proportion of small (— 5 ha) farms, highly frag • ftated 
land five-year rotation; b -— cereal-root or cereal-root-fodder crops «r entatian 
(cereals 55,4 — 61,3°/o with wheat prevailing, roots 22,5<)/o with potatoes prevailing 
fodder crops 15,2 — 23,6°/o with multianniual plants mostly clover iprevailing) with 
dayring (79,2 animal units per 100 ha of agricultural land with dairy catth 

prevailing). From the Land Use Survey 1958
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Fig. 5. S'»; type of fairming from Greater Poland — Kujawy Plain. Example fe tsT- 
Inowrocfjw Country, Chelmce and Bachorce communes. Black earths with yatw . 
of sand3' soils: a — dispersed settlement, partly former mainor esft«;es <aob»>;: 
state farms), partly isolated individual farms. Five-year rotutiosi: 6 — 1) »s*» 
vidual farms: cereal - root croups orientation with highly .c< v.jwted propoct* 
of particular crops (cereals 53,8 •— 61,2%> wiin n .-r .
Kfmilar propoitaon of rye and Wheat; i-oot-^- 
t- prevailing; fodder crops IS^/o wi.ih r 

■ rig- industrial mxps 5.1®/#) w’>
.•/Kjniitura! land wi'h - 

h tirntt of i.i'« 
with wne# > • • t
21,7% with rni.lime-t-ii&i 
with feebly developed stock>•',

• T*r«*vailing or V.-ft 
“*■ txitatoes or texex* 

is lucerne or cl , 
anirnal un)«e osw 

state farms (south st
>s orientation (cereaal* "7»

• - .. -beet prevailing, /odd**- crops 
-op.1 non of industrial crop* '<f,t—15,8®/#) 

..■urna i units with cattle prevabir^g). From

P
HW ft.
and

the Land Use Surv ey 1957
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PERMANENT GRASSLAND

xj improved___ ___ gromada (commune) boundaries *
village or farm boundaries

v partly improvedvv

slate fi.rm boundaries
cut twice yearly

collective farm boundaries

| cut and grazedlimits of .mam uses

c ' • cut once yearly- - . i \ s
mads

grazed
settleitM nisyJEJ

ARABLE LANDS 
Crop rotation LAND FRAGMENTATION

under 5 lots ol arable land per 1 farmLiree field without fallow

QZOL HZ-~] 5—10 lots of arable land per 1 farmthree field with fallow

more than 10 lots of arable land per 1 farmyear

. ■. ; live year
SIZE OF FARMS

six vear
farms under 5 ha more than 50r& 
of total agricultural land

seven >ear

farms under 5 ha 25—50^ 
of total agricultural landeight year

ROOTSORIENTATION IN LAND UTILIZATION

200. >10%>30%>40','' >20%CEREALS

IIII IIIRye Potatoes

I I I I If I I 
111 III

Wheat ■ « ■
I I I Sugar beet

FODDERS INDUSTRIAL CROPS

>10% >5%\\\Ar.nu.'il, NN \\\
///

Multiannuais ^ x N x \ \ \
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6. In the environs of the large.’- towns and industrial centres * cosmo
politan type of suburban agncuiture .,as originated, character.-/*’.} by 
high intensity but i’e mwh»r»w«.i ai<; intensive manuring has feehed 
the role of crop '■» pi Predominant are root vege
tables or root and r? : * *.n:v
potatoes or potato** • -h.utic *:ir.
portion of pig and can-a- raising

v e;<'tables, vegetabk:- and 
. quite remarkabk P®o- 

■ vchai-ds play a *'Wi- 
I siderable role. The highly ptx>ducuv« m-M-ketability beifig
primarily tx.sed -v . »«aie of vegetables ana ojUit-tcs, more rarei * 
fruits and ftowew* wwl a-so pigs and milk.

The ' - r*jiogv sited above relates to the individual farming
econoir- ach j-otand occupies 85,4 per cent of the agriculturtot 
land. >artly v- cooperative farms, especially smaller ones. State
Farm, <P. olving >2.3 per cent of the agricultural land) and some 
cooperative farm* have developed a different type of farming. Apart 
from regional difference's, a common feature of this group of farms 
is a consrierable degree of mechanization. The emphasis is on cereals 
or cereal, --nd fodder with a large share to industrial plants; the propor
tion of . f’stock raising is smaller than it is in individual farming. 
Up to 1 't'd. this group of farms had practically not applied a rational 
crop rote >n; they are now in a transitional phase leading to the Intro
duction >uo their farming system of a crop rotation covering many years. 
Although ihe productivity of these farms is lower than average, their 
marketability is high and is based primarily on cereals and industrial 
plants, and
most state ms are situated in the northern part of the country which 
suffered war devastation and now lacks man-power in agriculture,
has ' - vfluence on the intensity, direction and productivity of the
t Arm, V; t n 'better results are obtained by the state farms of Greater
Poland . :rf. iJ esia. The regional differentiation of the rural economy of 
the state fa ns requires detailed study.

Research >n the geographical typology of Polish agriculture will be 
continued through further detailed land utilization surveys. Their tensity 
should be increased so that final conclusions can be drawn, also by means 
of sr.mprtied surveying probably on the scale 1 :300,000, based on the 
method »f detailed land use survey covering the whole country. The 
latter b means of proper indices, will make it possible to determine 
the ter:- .ml extent of the types previously distinguished. We also are 
going to • • comparative studies in other countries.

Studies on the geographical typology of agriculture are of great 
scientiff significance since they allow us to classify phenomena and 
facts in a scientific way, and to generalise them Also their practical 
importar. e is great because they help us to learn of phenomena which 
have great practical significance; t hey allow u- to draw conch 
regarding the ationality or irrationality of the

■cessary changes in the futu.c It would be
vbjectiv'e critoru* 
uzation sir- < >

■i !,t- of as.", -‘.i* i

to a smaller degree — on animal products. The fact that

. csent farming s\ -
and possible 
’’siderable to - «' - tch a typolog\ »n 

for larger are;- 
er.„ a s great poe .

iSs'
hir- pu-pose -•
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